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POLYMER CLAY BASKET

• Polymer clay (colors of your choice)
• Machine
• Czextuder + LC Disk 1 (extension with 3 small holes)
• Scalpel, blade
• Bowl (mold)
• Baking paper

Materials & Tools:

You liked my first basket weaving tutorial. So I decided 
to make another, slightly different basket.

Watch a video tutorial on YouTube.

https://www.lucyclay.com/store/65-lc-machine
https://www.lucyclay.com/store/40-lc-czextruder
https://www.lucyclay.com/store/84-lc-disks
https://www.lucyclay.com/blog/2021/01/28/step-by-step-diy-polymer-clay-tutorial-petra-vilimkova-basket-weaving-with-czextruder/
https://youtu.be/ZzDYJK4RnPs


Take two extrusions and twist them around each 
other to create one long thread. 
Place it around the rim of the mold. Cut off 
the excess and connect it.

Place one thread around the bottom to mask 
the connections.

Condition polymer clay, I used KatoPolyclay. 
Put the clay into the Czextruder. Use the extension 
with 3 holes from LC Disk 1 and extrude the clay.

Extrude more clay and start connecting 
the bottom with the rim. 

Now make another thread but twist it in the 
opposite direction than you did before. Place it 
around the rim to mask the connections.
Make sure everything fits properly. Bake it 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Let’s make the bottom of the basket. Prepare 
your mold. Cut a circle from the baking paper 
and place it on the bottom of the mold. Later, 
it will make the removal easier. Begin to coil 
the extrusion to make a spiral. Make the whole 
bottom and cut off the excess clay. Cut a circle 
from a polymer clay sheet and place it on the 
spiral. Then place another spiral on it.

Make another layer the same way but place 
the extrusions in the opposite direction. 

Let it cool down. Remove it from the mold, 
and your basket is ready.



ORDER NOW: LC STORE - AMAZON

CZEXTRUDER
LC Czextruder is the most robust and reliable extruder on the market. It was designed by polymer clay 
artists in cooperation with engineers, that is why LC Czextruder is the best tool for extruding polymer 
clay. It offers easy and smoothe extruding, robust and well-engineered construction, hand-free mode 
and a broad range of extensions for LC Czextruder - LC Disks. LC Czextruder will bring your polymer 
projects to a whole new level. Discover LC Czextruder and enjoy claying.

https://www.lucyclay.com/store/40-lc-czextruder
https://www.amazon.com/lucyclay

